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This stylish Manhattan New York apartment added a touch of seduction with a sultry KOKET 
revamp, a luxury design brand known by its statement pieces. The crisp and bright space 
provided the perfect backdrop for a luxurious design composed of highly desirable pieces.
 
Blending both new and classic designs, the apartment’s color palette is neutral focused 
except for two Geisha bar stools adorned in an exotic ombre-effect fabric. In the dining room 
and living room, lavish wallcoverings act as accents to add some texture and depth to the 
room’s cream walls.
 
Thru the living room, is possible to see the Geisha sofa curves gracing the house with the 
extravagance and poise of a Kyoto Geisha. Opposite of the sofa sit a pair of black Mia chairs 
featuring a base of stacked, tri-colored metal for polished glamour. The Tears cocktail table 
in polished brass and black glass create a striking combination, and the design is enhanced 
when the tear-shaped top swivels out to become a tiered cocktail table. Against the wall of 
the living room, the geometric design and exotic finishes of the Opium cabinet will seduce 
you into a euphoric haze. Complementing the geometric design the radiant frame of the 
Stella mirror hangs overhead. The living room offers also an inviting seating area to enter-
tain or enjoy alone. The soft wallpaper in Rock On, accentuate the mid-century modern legs 
of the Naomi Chair stylishly capped in metal. In the corner, the wild design of the Reptilian 
floor lamp, a sultry glow pours from underneath a delicious satin shade.
 
In the opulent dining room, natural feathers line the accent wall. The muddled browns, 
blacks, and beiges of the genuine quail feathers create a sumptuous background for the 
Nahema chairs and Intuition dining table. The two-tone metal ribbon of the Intuition dining 
table complements the black and brass design of the Nahema chair.
 
Even the luxury hallways received the luxury design touch of KOKET. Never has a storage 
cabinet looked as gorgeous as the Parisian Armoire. In another alcove, more spectacular 
storage sits impeccably wrapped in a metallic reptile-embossed lambskin leather and sleek 
black legs. The Guilt mirror hangs above the Temptation console adding a statement while 
enlarging the look of the hallway.
 
The result of this Manhattan interior design project is a cohesive yet modern style with 
enough neutrality to remain timeless.

A LIGHT & AIRY NEW YORK APARTMENT

GEISHA | BAR STOOL
SEE MORE >

GEISHA CURVE | SOFA
SEE MORE >

MIA | CHAIR
SEE MORE >

TEARS | COCKTAIL TABLE
SEE MORE >

OPIUM | CABINET
SEE MORE >

STELLA | MIRROR
SEE MORE >

NAOMI | CHAIR
SEE MORE >

REPTILIAN | FLOOR LAMP
SEE MORE >

NAHÉMA | CHAIR
SEE MORE >

INTUITION | DINING TABLE
SEE MORE >

PARISIAN | ARMOIRE
SEE MORE >

GUILT | MIRROR
SEE MORE >

https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/geisha-bar-stool.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/geisha-curve-sofa.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/mia-chair.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/tears-cocktail-table.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/opium-cabinet.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/stella-mirror.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/naomi-chair.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/lighting/reptilian-floor-lamp.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/nahema-chair.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/intuition-dining-table.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/parisian-armoire.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/guilt-mirror.php
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ABOUT KOKET

Natália Vilaca 
PRESS DIRECTOR
natalia@bykoket.com 
Skype at nataliavilaca101

Daring design aesthetic, high impact events, lavish presentations, notoriously risqué ad 
campaigns, and inspiring editorial, have an uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s mission to 
inspire love and empower through its statement pieces and unique design-driven experienc-
es and content.

The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in the Guilty 
Pleasures and Exotic Opulence Collections composed of dramatic case goods, luscious 
upholstery, exquisite lighting, and decadent furs; all of which mesmerize with their magi-
cal mineral medleys, luxe metallics, vibrant jewel tones, and exotic feathers. With over two 
hundred designs and counting, KOKET has become a go-to source for interior designers and 
consumers looking to create unique spaces which exude sensuality and style.

KOKET’s savoir-faire is intoxicating! The line is manufactured by master artisans and jew-
elers who leave no detail or element forgotten. The brand’s principal designers are a group 
of exceptionally artistic and well-rounded product designers who are led by Founder & CEO 
Janet Morais’ creative eye and almost fanatic drive for perfection. KOKET is managed by an 
elite staff of highly skilled individuals who strive to create moments of design seduction 
while seamlessly selling the collection worldwide through a selective network of interior 
designers and luxury retail stores. The darling of the furniture industry carries an admirable 
list of accolades in the film industry, major international retail projects, top world hotels and 
hundreds of publications in the most renowned shelter and luxury publications.

Inês Costa 
PRESS & MARKETING ASSOCIATE 
press@bykoket.com 
Skype at inescosta_30

For more information please use the following contacts:
PRESS CONTACT


